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Crude Oil 

 A meeting is scheduled in Abu Dhabi for January 13th, for the committee that will be responsible for monitoring 
production cuts by OPEC and non-OPEC members. The cuts are expected to be implemented January 1st. The 
committee will meet to determine how the monitoring of production cuts will be implemented. 

 PIRA predicts global oil surplus will be eliminated by Q3’17. 
 Pending US Home Sales fell 2.5% m/m in November versus expectations for a 0.5% increase. Northeast was up 

0.6%, Midwest fell 2.5%, South fell 1.2% and West fell 6.7%.  
 Genscape showed crude stocks held at Europe’s ARA region rose 1.29 million barrels, or 2.1% in the week ended 

December 16 to 61.77 million barrels. 

 Genscape detected elevated flaring at the CHS McPherson refinery for just over an hour on December 26. The 
flaring was similar with brief operational issues in the past. Activity at all monitored units was viewed as normal.  

 Iraq is committed to cutting 200-210,000 bpd in accordance with the deal reached by OPEC, oil minister Al-Luaibi 
said.  

 Venezuela announced that they will cut production by 95,000 barrels per day in order to comply with the OPEC 
production cuts. Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro said, “I aspire to at least 10 years of stability with realistic, 
fair prices of oil, and I am going to achieve it.” 

 Data compiled by Bloomberg shows US crude distillation unit outages averaged 653,800 bpd in 2016, lower than 
722,300 bpd in 2015. In the December 17-23 period, CDU outages averaged 251,300 bpd, down from 451,600 
bpd the prior week. 

 Money managers are holding net length of 496,268 futures and options in WTI, which is a record. Over the last 
four reporting weeks, money managers added 160,538 contracts. 

Diesel 

 China will raise diesel prices by 1.3 cents/gallon and gasoline prices by 1.4 cents/gallon, a statement on the 
National Development and Reform Commission website showed. The adjustments were the third since 
November 30. 

 China’s refineries have upgraded units to make diesel with a maximum sulfur content of 10 ppm equivalent to 
Euro V specifications, the government said. 

Gasoline 

 Bloomberg data showed light products arriving from Europe into the US fell to 158,635 bpd during the Dec 16-22 
time period, down from 248,321 bpd the week prior. 
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Propane 

 A weekly analysis of LPG vessel activity out of US ports showed another robust week of loadings. The weekly 
report tracked a daily pace of 996k bbls, up from 813 the week prior. While spot arbs are closed on paper out of 
the US origins, they are not closed to the degree that cancelations should be expected which is encouraging for 
prospects of export activity to remain strong through the winter months. 

 



  


